BRC Engineering Technical Bulletin
TB-MY07-16BRC500-000 Rev 1
Engine Specifications:
Bore: 89mm
Stroke: 82mm
Displacement: 510cc
Compression Ratio: 12.5:1
Squish: 1.47-2.00mm
Primary Ratio: 2.25 (72:32)
Port Timings (duration):
Main Ex (power valve open): 190°, 43.34mm
Main Ex (power valve closed): 156°, 55.19mm
Sub Ex: 175°, 48.7mm
Main Trans: 116°, 67mm
Sec. Trans: 117°, 66.7mm
Boost: 119°, 66.2mm
Fuel:
Pre-Mix: 50:1, snowbike and desert use 32:1
Gasoline: minimum 91 octane
Quick Reference Parts List:
Piston: #01-14-008, Honda CR500 standard bore (Vertex cast piston #22447)
Connecting Rod: #01-11-003, Honda CR500 144mm (ProX #03.1406, Wossner # P2044)
Crankshaft: #07-04-003, Three-piece with rod kit (rebuildable)
Engine Gasket Kit: #07-01-031 (Cometic #C3732)
Case Gasket: #07-01-008 (Cometic # EC2414020F)
Primary Cover Gasket: #07-01-009 (Cometic # EC2415020F)
Stator Spacer Gasket: #07-01-010 (Cometic #EC2416020F)
Stator Cover Gasket: #07-01-015 (Cometic # EC2417020F)
Base Gasket 0.4mm: #07-02-004 (Cometic # B1417015F)
Base Gasket 0.5mm: #07-02-005 (Cometic # B1417020F)
Reed Cage Gasket: #07-08-001 (Cometic # IR1578020F)
Exhaust Gasket: #07-09-002 (Cometic #EX1923064AM)
Exhaust Pipe: #07-09-004 (FMF # 125189)
Silencer: #07-09-008 Power Core 2 (FMF #125190)
Spark Arrestor Silencer: #07-09-009 Turbine Core 2 FMF (#125191)
Exhaust O-Ring: #01-06-022, 56x3mm Silicone or Viton
Main Bearing Kit with seals: #07-04-004 (Hot Rods # K066, ProX #23.CBS36004)
Transmission Bearing Kit: #07-05-018 (Hot Rods #TBK0019)
Water Pump Kit: #07-11-005 (Hot Rods #WPK0049)
Output Shaft Kit: #07-05-017 (Hot Rods # OSK0011)
Technical Bulletin Revision History:
Rev 0: Initial release.
Rev1: Squish range corrected, pre-mix ratio for extreme use added.
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Tightening Specifications and Fastener Map
The BRC500 kit is intended to re-use fasteners and dowels from your donor KTM engine. BRC provides any additional
fasteners that differ. Not all fastener lengths reside in the same location, so please refer to the attached fastener maps.
As a rule of thumb, a fastener into aluminum should have approximately 2 times the diameter of the thread engaged.
For example, if an M6 fastener is loosely dropped into its cover hole, approximately 12mm of fastener should be
exposed prior to tightening. This may vary slightly based on location.
If you are missing or require additional KTM fasteners, your KTM dealer or www.specbolt.com (in the USA) can assist.
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Technical Bulletin Revision History:
Rev 1: Fastener map combined with tightening specifications. Cylinder head bolt torque was 27 Nm as per KTM’s original
specification. BRC revised this to 20 Nm after reports of stripped threads. Thread compound notes revised.
Rev 2: Stator bolts identified on fastener map and now use Red High Strength Loctite. Thread compound locations
updated and note on fastener removal added.
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Balance Shaft Additional Inner Race
The BRC500 engine kit comes with two needle bearing inner races. One is supplied with needle bearing
“NA4901-XL” and one is supplied loose “Inner Race IR12x16x13”. They are both interchangeable, so
don’t worry if you mix them up. The extra inner race is pressed into the right hand case when you are
installing all bearings. It’s used to control the balance shaft needle bearing inner race end float. Failure
to install it will result in catastrophic failure and damage to the balance shaft, balance shaft gears,
engine cases, etc.

Installing the balance shaft into the cases:
These steps assume that the extra supplied needle bearing inner race and the needle bearing outer race
have already been installed in the right hand case. To make things easier, this step can be completed
just before assembling the clutch.
1) Place the balance shaft in a freezer for 30+ minutes.
2) Heat the left side bearing pocket with a heat gun for a few minutes.
3) Quickly tap the cold balance shaft/bearing assembly into the left heated pocket using a soft
mallet until it bottoms.
4) On the opposite side, slide the remaining needle bearing inner race into the needle bearing and
over the balance shaft.
5) Install the small woodruff key.
6) Install the balance shaft gear onto with balance shaft, making sure the timing marks align with
the crank gear.
7) Install the thin washer and nut with red Loctite and tighten to 27 Nm. You can use a small
aluminum (not steel) wedge between the gears to prevent them from rotating when tightening.
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Kickstarter Idler Gear Retainer
The BRC500 engine kit comes with a high-strength kickstarter idler gear retainer. The KTM idler gear
external retaining ring can fail due to the high force required to kickstart a 500cc engine. ALWAYS USE
THE DECOMPRESSION VALVE TO PREVENT OVERLOADING THESE COMPENENTS. Failure to install this
improvement or failure to use the decompression valve can result in catastrophic failure and damage
to the kickstarter lever, idler gear, transmission and crankshaft gears.

Installing the retainer:
Do not install the KTM idler gear post socket head cap screw or the external retaining ring! These steps
assume that the idler gear post has already been installed in the right hand case. To make things easier,
this step can be completed just before assembling the clutch.
1) Install the idler gear over the post.
2) Install the KTM washer onto the gear.
3) Push the black idler gear retainer into the post.
4) Install the flat head cap screw into the idler gear post using red Loctite and tighten to 10Nm.
5) Verify that the idler gear is free to spin and has slight end-float.
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Baseline Carburetor Settings
BRC recommends the following settings when using a factory installed KTM PWK 36mm (and over-bored
to 38mm*) carburetors. If your BRC500 is hard to start and takes longer than two or three seconds using
the electric starter, your carburetor settings need further refinement.
These settings assume a relative air density ratio (ADR) of 88 or 1000m (3300ft), 18°C (64°F) and low
humidity.
Main Jet, Light Load (Woods Riding): 165
Main Jet, Heavy Load (Motocross, Supermoto, Snowbike): 175
Pilot Jet: 60
Air Mixture Screw: 1/2 to 1 turn out (depends on conditions)
Needle: KTM N2ZJ (factory installed in some bikes) or Suzuki NECJ
Needle Clip Position: #2
Fuel: 91 octane or higher
Pre-Mix: 50:1 Motul 800 2T
*BRC Engineering can bore your factory carburetor to 38mm. Please inquire for details.

Technical Bulletin Revision History:
Rev 1: Fixed typo on needle number, said NZ2J when it should have been N2ZJ.
Rev 2: Added Suzuki needle. Added alternate jetting for light vs heavy loads.
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Water Pump Shaft Centrifugal Weight Removal
The BRC500 uses exhaust gas pressure acting against a spring to control the power valve. This makes the
KTM centrifugal power valve system, which is incorporated in the water pump shaft obsolete. BRC
provides a spacer in the engine kit to help set the gear position after removing the weights.
Removing centrifugal weights from water pump shaft:
1) Support the outer edge of the gear with a metal ring.

2) Press the shaft down and out of the gear.
3) Remove the centrifugal components. The BRC500 uses the gear and shaft only.
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4) Stand the shaft up with the small end pointing down. Place the gear on the shaft with the provided
spacer on top of the gear.
5) Press down on the spacer and gear until it bottoms out. The spacer will set the correct gear position
at 15mm from the end.

6) Install the water pump bearing and shaft seal in the primary cover. Be sure to orient the seal so
the numbers are facing out and the small lip spring is facing inwards.
7) Install the water pump shaft in the bearing and seal.
8) Install the water pump impeller.
9) Check for free operation of the shaft. Some drag from the seal will be felt when turning the
shaft.
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2012 & Prior Clutch Basket Spacer
Engines from 2012 & prior that have a six spring, multi-piece riveted clutch basket require a spacer to be
installed to prevent interference with the balance shaft. A spacer will be included with your kit if you
informed us that your engine was from this period. Newer engines with a diaphragm spring and onepiece clutch basket do not require this.
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SX Stator Cover Modification
SX Engines that don’t come equipped with an electric starter require a minor modification to the plastic
stator cover. Cut a notch the cover as shown and trim the rubber grommet of the wiring harness to fit
flush against the engine case.
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Cylinder Head Stay
NOTE: The following is only a guideline meant to steer you in the right direction. BRC is only aware of
the following variations, but others may exist. At this time we have not installed an engine in every
model and year. Feel free to contact us with comments relating to your application.
When installing a BRC500 into your chassis you are required to modify your existing cylinder head stay
or fabricate a new one.
1) Some chassis with a non-linkage style rear suspension (PDS) can use the existing cylinder head
stay by flipping it upside-down and drilling a new hole.

2) Chassis with a linkage style rear suspension will require a new stay built from 3mm (1/8”)
aluminum or steel using the attached template printed at 100% scale. Some chassis don’t
facilitate a rear bolt near the upper shock absorber attachment point – if that’s the case then
omit it from your stay.
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Ignition Adjustments:
The BRC500 kit can safely be run with the factory KTM ignition, but we’ve found they have insufficient
ignition advance below 1,800 RPM which is especially noticeable while woods riding. Larger bore
engines also benefit from a more advanced ignition curve. If you decide to run an OEM CDI box, a 9°
advance is highly recommended. This can be accomplished by adjusting static timing as described later
in the document. Otherwise, BRC offers CDIs with appropriate timing from 1,000 RPM and up in a
programmable version.
The KTM map switch selects between two ignition curves. Map 2 is a softer ignition curve with 5° less
advance and provides gentler power delivery. Map 1 is fully advanced. NOTE: If you are not running a
map switch, the wires under the fuel tank can be connected for map 1 or disconnected and loose for
map 2.
Customers that converted an SX engine (no electric start) have the luxury of advancing the ignition by
rotating the stator plate CLOCKWISE. We found that approximately 1mm of stator plate movement
(using a mounting bolt as reference) will equal about 1° of adjustment. NOTE: Full stator plate advance
can be safely used with the stock compression head at sea level.
Customers with an electric start engine can’t easily adjust the timing because the stator is mounted in
the ignition cover. In this case we recommend the programable ignition or at minimum, the use of an
offset rotor key:
Install BRC Racing #07-07-005 - 9° Offset Key. Be sure that it’s positioned so the rotor is moved
COUNTER CLOCKWISE.

NOTE: BE SURE TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTION ON LAPPING THE IGNITION ROTOR TO THE CRANK TAPER
AND THE USE OF LOCTITE RETAINING COMPOUND AS NOTED IN TB-MY07-16BRC500-016.

Technical Bulletin Revision History:
Rev 1: 2019-07-30, Information about offset key added.
Rev 2: 2021-11-15, Information about BRC 500 CDIs added.
Rev 3: 2022-07-27, notes to re-cut keyway omitted. Map switch notes added.
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XC & XCW Starter “Wet Modification”
BRC500 XC and XCW engines (electric start only) can benefit from conducting the starter “Wet Mod”.
The addition of a SMALL amount of oil under the ignition/starter cover can greatly extend the life of the
starter parts, which experience higher loads in the BRC500. NOTE: While doing this improvement,
inspect all starter parts, bearings and bushings for wear.

To perform this improvement:
1) Remove your right side ignition cover. If you’re careful, you can re-use the gasket.
2) Remove the rubber shield of the balance shaft bendix bearing as shown in Figure 1. This allows
additional lubrication into this bearing.
3) Lay the bike on its right side and pour approximately 50 (1.5oz) of gearbox oil into the ignition
region. REMEMBER LESS IS BETTER - DOES NOT REQUIRE A VENT TUBE!
4) Reinstall the ignition/starter cover and look for leaks.
5) RIDE!

FIGURE 1
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Exhaust O-Rings
Exhaust O-rings in a 500cc two-stroke can leak prematurely if proper care isn’t taken. Good exhaust
alignment, O-ring sealant and stiffer springs can greatly improve life.
Apply Permatex Ultra Copper Maximum Temperature RTV Silicone Gasket Maker 81878 over the entire
exhaust pipe spigot, O-rings and inside the exhaust manifold.
https://www.permatex.com/products/gasketing/ultra-series-gasket-makers/permatex-ultra-coppermaximum-temperature-rtv-silicone-gasket-maker/
When installing the exhaust, start with the expansion chamber pipe (without silencer), allowing it to
hang and align itself by the exhaust springs alone. Be sure that it’s square and fully seated into the
exhaust manifold. Stiffer springs or doubling them up will help. Install the lower mount, then silencer
while making sure that the exhaust is still seated and properly aligned in the exhaust manifold. If any
misalignment occurs during this process a leak will be likely. Tweak, bend and adjust all the brackets so
no unnecessary stress is in the exhaust.

Figure 1
Replacement O-rings for FMF and Hygge Performance exhaust pipes are as follows:
BRC Part # 01-06-022
O-ring cross section: 3mm
O-ring inside diameter: 56mm
Material: silicone or Viton
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24 Volt Starter Circuit
The BRC500 requires considerable power to start, especially in cold weather. Running a secondary
battery in series between the starter solenoid and the starter motor provides additional power for fast
starts. NOTE: Failure to use the decompression valve when starting can result in harm to the starting
system.
BRC recommends using two Antigravity lithium ion batteries, part # SC-1. They fit together nicely in the
original battery box.
Instruction for wiring a 24 volt series battery:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Make a new 235mm (9-1/4”) long battery cable with heavy gage wire.
Follow the cable from the starter back to the solenoid and disconnect it.
Connect the new 235mm wire to the newly vacated pole of the solenoid.
Attach the opposite end of the 235mm cable to the negative (-) pole of the secondary battery.
Attach the starter cable to the positive (+) pole of the secondary battery.
Your secondary battery will NOT charge while riding, but should be useful many rides and
restarts. Attach a quick connector to it and use a charger that is safe for motorcycle use.

BRC Engineering Technical Bulletin
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Baseline Gearing
BRC500 conversion kits utilize the donor KTM 72 tooth clutch basket. The BRC500’s larger crankshaft and stroke
increased the center-to-center distance to the clutch basket, which required a larger 32 tooth crankshaft gear. This
changes the primary gear ratio and speeds up the transmission by a significant amount. This effect is mostly noticeable
by woods riders that frequently use first gear.
Note: KTM CDIs have insufficient ignition advance for a 500cc engine and can bog below 1,800 RPM. See Technical
Bulletin TB-BRC500-011 for more information on ignition timing and programmable ignitions.
XC/EXC/XCW Conversions: Start with a 13 tooth countershaft sprocket and a 52 tooth rear sprocket.
SX Conversions: Start with both factory 13 tooth countershaft sprocket and 50 tooth rear sprocket.
Primary ratio, RPM, number of transmission gears, transmission ratios and tire diameter all factor into gearing
calculations. You can play around with different scenarios here, but make sure that all inputs are correct!
https://www.gearingcommander.com/
BRC500 72/32 Primary Ratio: 2.25
BRC500 Max RPM: 7,500

Technical Bulletin Revision History:
Rev 0: Initial release.
Rev 1: Baseline sprocket sizes refined.
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Ignition Rotor Fitment and Electric Start
BRC500 engines with an electric starter can on rare occasion shear the ignition rotor key causing
damage to the rotor and crankshaft. If this happens, the ignition timing may be altered and further
attempts at using the electric starter or kick starter may result in severe kick-backs, damage to the
clutch basket gear, kick starter idler gear and possibly the rider’s leg!
We suggest that all users with electric starters do the following:
1) Lap the ignition rotor to the crankshaft nose with a valve lapping compound as shown in Figure
1. The fit can be checked before and after lapping by marking the crank nose with blueing dye or
a black felt pen, then twisting the ignition rotor onto the crankshaft by hand. When a good fit is
obtained the dye or marker should show even rub marks along the entire length where it
engages the ignition rotor taper. VERIFY THAT THE END OF THE CRANK TAPER DOESN’T
PROTRUDE PAST THE IGNITION ROTOR FACE, OTHERWISE THE ROTOR WILL NOT PROPERLY
TIGHTEN ONTO THE CRANK.

Figure 1
2) After lapping, install the ignition rotor with Loctite 680 locking compound and torque to 60 Nm
(44 ft-lbs).
3) ALWAYS USE THE DECOMPRESSION BUTTON WHEN STARTING.

Figure 2
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Kickstarter Lever Modifications
The BRC500 engine contains a larger crankshaft, which positioned the transmission 8mm towards the
rear of the chassis. This causes the kickstarter lever to interfere with the frame unless it’s modified as
shown in the images below.
Grind away enough material so the lever doesn’t hit the frame and be sure to include extra clearance for
deflection under load. As an approximate guide, the knuckle cavity will start to show once enough
material is removed.

Alternatively: Some customers have used a 2018 kickstarter lever, but it’s shorter. We’ve also been told
that a 2018 kickstarter knuckle can be used with the longer 2016 and prior lever, but the internal ball
detent must be re-machined for the two parts to work together.
NOTE: Failure to use the decompression valve while starting can result in catastrophic failure and
cause damage to the kickstarter lever, idler gear, transmission and crankshaft gears.
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Stiffer Clutch Springs
The BRC500 makes far more power than the donor 250cc & 300cc engines. Stiffer clutch springs MUST
be installed to prevent clutch slip. Some customers have noticed poor power delivery and acceleration,
which was solved with stiffer springs.
Engines from 2012 & prior have a six clutch springs (ITEM #9) and should be fitted with:
Barnett Heavy Duty Clutch Spring Kit #501-45-06087
NOTE: Six 13.5 x 22 x 2.5mm aluminum spacers can be fabricated and installed between the clutch
pressure plate (ITEM #3) and the springs (ITEMS #9) for additional preload.
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Engines from 2013-2016 have a single diaphragm clutch spring (ITEM #80) and should be fitted with:
Choice #1) KTM #76432005000 300 Nm (2020 KTM350XC-F USA)
Choice #2) KTM #78932005000 280Nm (2020 KTM 450SX-F USA)
Choice #3) Barnett # 502-00-01450 (20% stiffer than KTM 450SX-F)
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Replacement Electric Starters
The KTM electric starters are to be considered a “re-starter” and only used after the engine has been
kick started and warmed up. Excessive use of the starter can cause premature wear and failure. If
starting your BRC500 takes longer than two or three seconds, then your carburetor settings are likely
out of adjustment and could use some fine tuning. Always use the decompression valve when starting
the engine. Failure to do so can result in damage to the starter, kickstart lever, idler gear, transmission
and crankshaft gears.
Wiring 24 volt power to the starter can be helpful when re-starting the engine – see Technical Bulletin
TB-BRC500-014 for more information.
The additional load from the BRC500 (and 24 volts) can cause worn electric starters to fail very quickly. It
is highly recommended that you disassemble and inspect your starter brushes, armature and ignition
cover bushings for wear. Replace all parts necessary. Before disassembly, please take note of the
markings on the exterior of the starter as shown in Figure 1. Failure to align them during reassembly
can result in poor performance and possibly reverse rotation!

Figure 1
BRC recommends aftermarket 410 watt replacement starter # SMU0525. These starters are long lasting,
very economical, but require a small fix prevent a premature short circuit and failure. The (+) power post
that passes through the starter housing lacks an internal retaining plate, so we recommend using
polyurethane glue (automotive windshield sealant) to bond the power post to the housing as shown in
Figure 2 and 3.

Figure 2

Figure 3
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Coolant Hose Routing
The BRC500 conversion kits require some careful coolant hose routing that can be easily accomplished
with a combination of the OEM hoses and a BRC supplied coolant hose.
The OEM upper cylinder head hose can be trimmed to length without removing from the bike and easily
slips over the cylinder head water fitting.
The OEM right side water pump hose can be used as is and easily slips over the water pump fitting.
The OEM radiator link hose must be discarded and replaced with the BRC supplied bent hose. Some
trimming of both ends is required to make is smoothly pass over the power valve. Be sure that the
power valve can open fully without touching the hose.
See images below for an example installation. NOTE: It’s best to fit the hoses after the engine is
installed in the chassis.
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